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Firms Answer Summer Associate Survey
By Ste -e Ho� ter
�
_
and Lmda Kun

it small, ten to twelve people." She added,

Once again, the American Lawyer Summer
Associate survey has come. wreaked havoc or

"We present reality to them. The summer
associates are able to select assignments that
they want to do."

heaped praise on Jaw firms, and become a
memory. But the Re� Gestae has followed in

The small size also enables Schulte to run
its mock trial program. Schulte's partner in

its wake. getting the responses of a few of the

litigation. Stacey Moritz. has run the
program for the last two years As a former
member of the U.S. Attorney's office . Morilz
has plenty of litigation experience, and
creates the mock cases the associates tackle.
"I put together loose leaf binders for each
member of the summer assoc1ate program,··
Moritz explained. The package includes
problems dealing with opening statement

firms involved.
Tbe follow-up begins. of course. in New
York As one might expect. the last place
firm, Gordon Hurwttz, was unavailable for
comment. No doubt busily Improving their
summer program The top firm In New York,
at least according tn the American Lawyer,
did have time for a Ce\\ questions. though.
Schulte, Roth & Zabel garnered top spot in
the Big Apple by some of the usual techniques
such as giving clerks good assignments and
having a relaxed atmosphere. Schulte also
bad a mock trial program that got raves
from the people involved.
According to Brenda Oilman. Schulte's
recruiting
coordtnator,
part of the
program's success is its size. "We try to keep
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RG: How often?
BM: Usually, I'll spend two weekends out of

three in Austin. 1-Jov.

long I've got depends on

whether I've got a three-hour or a four-hour
course.

RG: llowdoes this \\Ork� Uo"' hard Is it?
BM: It's expensive ..
RG: No. that's not "'hat t asked. I mean. is it
difficult?
EW: It' s terrible- it really is. We have two
children and there's always the scrambling
around about when Dad's going to be home
when there's a piano recit.al. There are
sometimes when I really could use some help
and Bruce just isn't there. The nipside of that
See

Profs. page four

Alternative
Careers
Pursued By
Law Students
By Andrea Lodahl
Is there really life after law school. or does
one just disappear into the stacks in some
large law firm, never to be heard from again?

Ruth Milkman, '85, former RG Editor In
Chief, is currenUy clerking for J. Harvie
Wilkinson III on the 4th Circuit Court of Ap
peals. She reported, "The judge I ' m working

.
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alumni to see what they were up to.
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weekly meeting on Monday, November 11th.

BM: We live in Austin, and I fl\' back and ror
th between Austin and St. Louis.

to Wald

spokeswoman Denise Smith-Gray, only fi\'e
of the eight summer associates at Wald took

,.,.. .......... -

...,., _____ ... .....

RG: Let me ask the obvious que lion. How do
you guys work your m arriage- I mean what
are the logs
i tics�

of Washington, D.C. According

ranked firms. Part of their success may stem
from their varied social programs. Last
year's fun included Interquest, an outdoor

Senate Joins Food Drive

Property.

ber one."
One firm that felt the survey was less than
accurate was Wald. Hardraker & Ross, also

Ling. They were gone before most of the activities had happened."

EW: Commercial Lav. and Debtor Creditor.
BM: And I'm teaching Oil and Gas. and

RG: What are )OU tuchin g Lhis semester:

"a lot of people think it is terribly unscientific.'' But, Voetsch added "they were 100%
accurate in evaluating our law firm as num-

1\llLl.ER FINISHED fourth in the survey
last year, and is consistently among the top-

H arrt!n and Brllf'l? Munn II arrt?n t.t a prO/i!SJIIr and

La><·

much willing to try new things."
As for the survey itself, Voetsch admitted

TBE FIRM Gl\'ES the summer associates

Conoro Faculty Fellow at the Univt?wty oj Texas

sh1p at II oshm�tton l nHt'rm•· m St. I ou1s

whole lot more than just tax." Voetsch cited
international law. health care law, general
litigation and energy law as some of the areas

''The firm experimented with different
things," Voetsch explained. "They're pretty

two,and--one-half days to prepare, and lunch
time prep-orienta t1on sessions. ·· I also
arranged to have a courtroom set aside."
Morilz added, complete with video equipment. The trial is judged by partners, and

Among the jorult1 HHIIn, at the (/nii'USIT)' of

\!ann huld.1 u /lfCJ/f!lSOr·

elaborate mock trial program of its New York
counterpart, Miller nevertheless overcame
the perception of being a tax firm. According
to recruiting coordinator GarIa Voetsch, "We
have had a perception problem. We do a

with judges, and Orioles games .

the survey.
"01\E OF THE problems was that we did
have two summer associates who were split-

direct examination, cross-examination.
summing up, and getting documentary
ev1denceadmilted.

Mit:h•xon La>< Srhoo/ tht� semestn art' Eli,abeth

cial / ow, and bun/..ruf'/1'1

The top slot in the Washington, D.C. portion
of the American Lawyer survey went to
Miller & Chevalier. While not having the

wilderness obstacle course, as well as a twoday sailing trip on Chesapeake Bay, lunch

Miller is involved in.
Voetsch gave most of the credit for the
firm's success in the survey to the associates
themselves. "We bad a really good group of
people here this summer. That makes all the
difference in the world.··

Visitors
Blend Law
&Marriage
Law School wheu 1/u• tf!adteJ Comrortl. Commer

other partners are available for feedback and
advice.

By Mike 1\ewdo"'
The Law School Student Senate held its

Vice President Reggie Turner introduced
Dan Brunner oi the Business School's Forum
on Social Issues, who spoke of the proposed
Business School/Law School food drive. Ac
cording to Mr. Brunner. the Business School

alcohol or other drugs, as well as taking

positive steps

toward informing the law

school community about the dangers of
alcohol and drug abuse. Strongly supported,
the resolution passed with no opposing votes.

Lyn Placke then presented a letter from Dr.
RobertMadden, a medical doctor who also
holds a J.D. degree. Dr. Madden bas invited

has held its own drives in the past, collecting
canned goods for needy families in
Washtenaw County. This year, however. the

interested law students to meet with medical

Law School has been invited to participate,
with increased participation hoped for by

state legislature. Senator Placke had not yet
obtained the details for the meetings. but
stated that she was attempting to gather the
necessary informalion.

means of competition. The Senators agreed
with the idea, unanimously passing a
resolution to join in sponsoring the event
during Lhe week of December 2-6.
Eric Orts brought forward a resolution
stemming from the recent Barristers in
cident, where a second year student was
hospitalized after a toxic alcohol ingestion.
The resolution recommends the closing of the
Law School to hazings or initiations involving

students, physicians and lawyers to discuss
some of the biJis now being considered by the

The omnipresent video games problem was

agam discussed. Treasurer Brian Peyton an·
nounced that he and EIHot Dater had fmally
been able to contact the present vendor, Tri
City Associates. According to Senator Peyton,
the owner of that company denied having
been previously notified of the problems. and
was sincerely interested in the

situation.

Norfolk paper, and the RG is undoubtedly
why I got the job." Levity aside, though,
Milkman had some words of advice £or would
be clerks.
Milkman got her clerkship late in the year,
despite a spring ''deadline" for applications.
She urged people who want to clerk not to give
up early. Milkman knew of other students
who had gotten clerkships even later, as late
as December of their third year.

THE ELIGIBILITY fo r cle.rkships may also

be broader than some people think, Milkman
suggested. "You don't hve to be on Law

Review to get a clerkship," she said.
"Michigan is less well set-up than some other

schools to get interested people in contact
with

those

clerkships that they can get."

Milkman felt that there were only limited
communications coming back from clerks to
Michigan, so people have less information
than they need to realistically evaluate their
prospects.
The dil£erence between trial court and ap
pellate c1erkships was another point Milkman
stressed. "Appellate is reading and writing at
your desk. 1 happen to like writing, but if
people don't really like writing a lot they
Set Grads, page four
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By Jay Modrall

Laura Rradsha". Mirkty Brumm, Unda Kim. Joe
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•

The debates in the Netherlands last week over deployment
of U.S. controlled medium-range missiles illustrate the
damage that our current system of mtlitary alliances IS
doing to the more fundamental alliance between Am�ic�ns
l es
and the citizens of our allies. Basing of the Euro-mtss t
is only one example of the problem. Stress in ANZUS over
nuclear weapons on American ships tn New Zealand's

Rtid

Roun. Bruce Rothstein. ulie \\tbbtrl(. John \\endlandl.

11. �· ilunr.J Ill< rtplllt """"' !cat OJ
>1udrnu lllh< Unr•m•rr of l>hdqu t.aw School Oprnr�n• aptni<d m byhntd
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�lllhnalddtas· 408 Hurchuu liaR. Un••=<r
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waters is another.

Examining Exams
We hate to bring up the subject, but our Jaw school grapevine
tells us that professors are beginning to turn their attention to
the task of formulating exam questions for this semester's finals.
In previous years, a number of problems have resulted from
their exams. We thought this year, Instead of castigating people
after the fact, we'd try to set out a few reminders while exams
are being planned.
Our professors: Please DON'T re-use exam questions that

NATO ANZUS. and SEATO were established in the wake
of World War II with the conviction that American defense
interests and the interests or its allies were parallel. These
alliances were primarily to protect our aUies, not to protect
the United States. Western European nations were
manifestly too weak to defend themselves against the ob
vious danger of Soviet expansionism in Europe. Almost for·

ty years after WWII the danger of Soviet militarism is

not

so clear - at least to Europeans - and neither is Western
European helplessness.
The majority or Europeans, whether on the political left

promoting deployment of Euromissiles allows Europeans
on both sides of the issue to avoid thtnking seriously about
their own defense needs.
Both cast the issue in terms of America's role. For the
hawks, misstles are acceptable to reinforce the strength of

the U.S. commitment to Europe, although worrisome in the
risk of decoupling. For the doves. Euromissiles represent
more proof that Europe is dominated by the United States,
which uses it as simply a big advance base, a quaint Subic
Bay. Both sides define the issue as if Euromissiles were
designed to defend the United States. not Europe.
The result is that left and right wing in Europe use the
alliance as an excuse to avoid the bas1c ISSue of what kind of
security Europe thinks it needs. In the mean lime, the
United States defends its image as a warmonger and pays
the bill for protecting Europe.
There is a simple way to avoid the problem. The
President should announce that all U.S. troops are to be
withdrawn from NATO forces, and that the U.S. nuclear
umbrella will no longer cover Europe. U.S. military aid

you've put on reserve. Better yet, don't re-use exam questions at

or right wing, believe that there is a sharp divergence bet·
ween American and European defense goals. The

all. Because ex.am questions get published in those bound

Euromissiles debate proves that Europeans are concemed

terested governments request it. We may even agree to in·

about the U.S. role in any future war in Europe; it also

elude Europe in the nuclear umbrella, in response to a

demonstrates that European ranks are divided.

request from allied governments.

volumes, there's a substantial chance that study groups and
·
others will write answers together. Such answers can become in
corporated as part of an outline, or be brought Into an exam.
If we sound as though we're parading horribles here, you need
only look to the blunders of the past few years where re-used
questions were actually ones that professors themselves had
distributed "model" answers for, and where students Laking the
exam were in possession of those answers, for Illustrative exam
ples.
Attempts 10 come up with equitable remedies after the fact,
wbile weU-intendoned, cannot make up for an honest, fair,
original exam. There's an argument that exams are intended for
more than professors evaluating students-students may also be
entitled to, on tbis lone occasion, the professor's best effort at
giving feedback. Without descending into a diatribe about the
possible deficiencies of tbe entire law school testing process,
we'll just say that the least you can do is test us as weU as you
can.

Other Europeans - those protesting in the Netherlands
- believe that there is a greater risk of Europe being
dragged into a conflict between the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. if
American and European int�rests ore linked than there is
of a Soviet invasion of Western Europe - unaided by
America.
I don't know which side is right, and it should not matter
to American policy makers. The point is that the debate is a

European debate, not an American one. The fact

that the

debate occurs at all proves that the consensus over com

The Immediate consequence of such a move would be a
ferocious debate in European Parliaments over the kind of
defense they need and want. Perhaps some of the Allies
would be unable to reach a national consensus. But the
United States would be no longer caught in the crossfire
between warring parties. And we might even save a great
deal of money, a goal that should please both Democrats
and Republicans.

Fan Mail
To thr Editor:

reconciled
Can Remainderman's power to defease be
with Pennsyl\'ania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 43 S.
Ct. 158.67 L.Ed.322 c 1922)?
Faithfully yours.
Concemed.

mon defense needs has evaporated. The American role in

Professors, please

DO proofread your exams. In some classes,

oeypos have become as predictable as rain in November. lF they

have no bearing on the question, our reaction is (as we hope
yours Is) "who cares?" Unfortunately, not all of the typos have
been so innocuous. When questions have to be thrown out, it
just means that everyone gets tested on an even snWier percentage
than usual of the material the course bas covered. Needless to
say, students who belabored that question and were rushed on
another will be especially aggrieved by such an outcome.
Please

Some, who continue to believe that the U.S.S.R. wiU in·
vade Europe at the first sign of weakening resolve, rear
that the Euromissiles will allow the U.S. to decouple
American and European defenses. Thus, if the Warsaw
Pact forces invaded Western Europe, the U.S. might be less
likely to involve inself directly by defending Europe with
American-based nuclear arms.

may be made available, as it is to other allies, if the in

DO make procedures for banding in exams, taking

exams In the typewriter rooms, and so on very clear. Exams have
b«o lost, partly because of confusion over how exams were to
be handed In.
Another favorite tactic of some of you curries no favor among
students: please DON'T make a huge pile of reading you

assign

during the last two weeks of the term, when you know perfectly
weJJ everyone Is madly outllnJng already, the basis of a third of
the course grade In writing your exam. Nobody Is unaware of the
way law stude11ts (necasarily) study for exams.
If the material is that substantively important, assign It earlier

American Bar Association Wants
NeW Law StUdent Participants
To the Editor:
This letter is to inform law students about the ABA!Law
Student Division.
The Law Student Division, with membership In excess of
43,000. is one of 30 Sections and Divisions of the American
Bar Association. The ABA Is an unincorporated voluntary
membership association of attomeys which boasts more
than 300,000 members. The Law Student Division is one of
three Divisions; the others are the Young Lawyers Division
and the Judicial Administration Division. Law Student
Division members may join any of the twenty-nine Sections
and Forum Committees at considerably reduced member·

ship rates.
The Sections are devoted to a particular area of substan
tive law or of legal concern. Examples of Sections are:

In the term when the student wUI actually have a hope of reading

Administrative Law,

it. If you don't, you'll favor people in the group outUnes where

Economics of Law Practice, General Practice, Labor Law,
Litigation, Natural Resources Law and others. There are

evtl')'one's responsible for two weeks or so, at the tllpense of the

less well�onnected. Whatever that tests, It seems unlikely to be
understanding of Contracts or Con Law.
We hope that tbe few of you wbo actually admit to reading
tbls rag of ours will think over tbese requests, and maybe even
pus a few o n to your colleagues. We're stlft tbat writJng those
eums is a touab job, bat so is taking them, and a lot more rides
oa eadt eum for you studalts tllu for you.

Criminal

Justice, Family Law,

also Forum Committees, for example, Sports and Enter

tainme.nt Law and Standing Committees such as Environ
mental Law. Law students may become involved in a sec·
tion or forum committee by joining and communicating
directly with the Chairperson of the section.
The Law Student Division appoints liaisons to nearly all
of the Sections. The liaison communicates Section activities
to the Law Student Division and initiates programs w ithin a
Section that call for increased student involvement.

Liaisons also lobby for recommendations which the Law
Student Division desires to be ABA approved.
The Law Student Division has a bicameral legislature.
There is an Assembly composed of the Law Student
Division representatives and usually the SBA presidents
each having one vote. The Assembl y meets once a year at
its Annual Meeting, normally convened at the same time
and place as the ABA ANNUAL MEETING.
The other house is the Board of Governors. The Board of
Governors is made up of three national officers, the Chair·
person, Vice..Chairperson and Secretary/Treasurer, the fif·
teen Circuli Governors and two Division Delegates. There
are also several ex-Qfficio positions. The Board of Gover
nors is authorized to act between Annual Meetings not in·
consistently with any action taken by the Assembly. The

Board of Governors meets at least three times a year.
There are Law Student Division Representatives who
represent each Jaw school at the Annual Meetings and con
tinue to represent each taw school at the various Circuit
meetings.
Elections for the various offices are held a t different
times during the year. These positions offer law students an
opportunity to participate directly in the largest student
organization in the United States.
Eric Tooker
ABA/LSD Committee Chairman

....-----�=
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Forum
Nafran owicz Writes ofNefariousNectar
To the Edi tor :

Alcohol is a drug which has become common through its
use at social gatherings. with meals. in religious
ceremonies, in celebrations and for medicinal purposes.
Alcohol, like any drug which affects the mind. has the
potential to be abused.
Alcohol is a drug as well as a food. One ounce of pure
ethyl alcohol contains over 200calories,but contains no fat.
proten
i . carbohydrates. or vitamins. One ounce of pure
alcohol means 20ounces of 5%beer, 9ounces of 11� wine.
or 2•:-ouncesof 80p
- roof whisky.vodka or gin.
The liver processes and removes alcohol from the body at
a rate of about 1! ounce per hour (the equl\•alent of 11 oz.
mixed drink.one 12oz. beer or one 6oz.glass of wine> The
liver isgenerally capable of removing moderate amounts
of alcohol from the body w1thout any permanent damage:
however, temporar) "hangover'' effects such as fatigue.
nausea and headal·hes often occur when the amount of
alcohol consumed exceeds the amount that the lh·er can
process.
Higher and h1gher levels ofalcohol m the blooddepress
brain activrt) further and further Alcohol starts to be a
factor is automobrle crashes at a blood alcohol concen
tration l BAC as low as 0.05percent This BAC'is reached
qu1te quickly w1th a relall\ely small number of drinks. Irs
the approximate level reached in a 160-pound person who
consumer three drinks of 116proof whiskey within 2hours
after a meal In almost all states.drrvmg \\htle intoxrcated
is defined as drivingwith ct BAC greater than 0.10 percent.
AI this BAC.voluntary motor acti<n
1 s usually become per
ceptively clumsy

Vandalism Strikes
To the Editor:

On Saturday, November 9, Iwas in the law libraryfrom
approximately 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. When I left the
library after midnight, Ifound that the passenger side win
dow of my car had been smashed. My car was parked on
Monroe where Oakland intersects it.
The police told me another person reported similar
damage to h1s car Astudent told me he had seen a group of
what appeared to be undergrads ''trashing" the area
around 10:30 p.m.,but he was unable to identify anyone. If
anyone either observed the mcident or could in any way
make a positive identification, Iwould greatly appreciate it
ifyou would leave me a note in my pendaOex or call me at
663·2431.

Thank you.
Joan Krp
i ke 3L

At 0.20 percent the entire motor area of the brain is
depressed,and emotional behavior is also affected-an in
dividual staggers or lies down and may easily become
angry, may shout or weep. At 0.30 percent, the more
primitive areas of the brain are significantly affected -a
person is commonly confused,or may become stuporous.
AI 0.40to 0.50 percent, the deepest levels of the brain are
impaired, a person is no longer aware of the surrounding
environment. and coma.respiratory arrest and death can
occur.

with the head to one side is probably the best position; what
is also very important is that if you suspect an overdose
possibility,you act quickly to avoid any chance of fatality.
Our familiarti y with alcohol leads many to believe that
they know the drug completely amd take its safely for gran·
ted. Don't let yourselifall for this common fallacy.
WHAT('AN WE DO?

State the facts as we know then so people can make the
personal.prv
i ate decision whether or not to drink.
•

Communicate what constitutes comparatively safe
drinking practices for those people who choose to drink
•

OVERDO ES

Every year. over 1000 people n
t the U.S. alone die £rom
overdoses that involve alcohol. It's important to remember
th1s fact the next lime a friend passes out after an episode of
heavy drrnking If an extremelylarge amount of alcohol
has been consumed,call an ambulance.or at least phone
your local hospital or poison center for advice. Do not Jet the
person sleep on his/her back.or they may aspirate !\·omit.
inhale the vomit and suffocate! Resting on the stomach

Condemning

• Alert people to watch for the warning sil'!nals of a
developing alcoholism problem.
• Be supportive of those persons who exercise the1r right
not to drink.
Diane �afranow ic7

Lawyers Club Director
Assistant to the Dean

Attack

Barrister-Senator
To the Editor:

Thrs letter is in response to Eric Ort's letter of October 30
First and foremost. I WISh to express my own feelings
about the incident at the Barrister's initiation. I was
horrified to hear that one person was ill and hospitalized.
and thts feeling intensified when I realized how truly
serious the situation was There is nothing I can do or say t�
mmim1ze the fuJIdimenstons of what almost happened and
I won't trv. How:ever. both on behalf of myself and my
fellow barristers I wish to say that Itake offense at Eric Or·
ts' inflammatory letter in the R.G.
First of all. the student involved is not a first year
student We do not have first-years in the Barristers. The
Barristers is a social organization whose membership is
composed of selected second and third year law students.
Those selected are picked based primarily on the fact that
their attitude towards law school is similar to that of the
rest of the group. Not everyone who is invited to join does
so. Those who do join, however. fully understand the pur
pose of the group. Wemake the decision about whom we
associate with and for what reasons . ..not you, Mr. Orts,
not the administration and not the Student Senate. There is
nothing "secret" about the Barristers or their reason for
E>xistence
Since the Barristers has as its members only second and
third year law students, we greatly doubt that we add
..
anything at all to the "terrorism of first year. Peer
pressure undoubtedly exists within the ranks of the

on

Society

Writes

Letter

Barrrsters. as the event in issue shows, but i t is highly
unlikely that it affects anyone else in the law school com
munity
The Barristers makes no claim that it ISthe equtvalent of
a £raterntty or a sorority Our "useful soc tal purpose"is to
proVIde, through our own funds, an atmosphere that we
choose. We are mature and independent enough to
recognize that Perhapssome o f us feel that we need the
Bamsters for the very reason that Michigan is an " e
· lite'
professional school."
As a group that provides ti s own funds netther Orts nor
the rest of the Law School Student Senate can Qr wtllhave
any role in our disbanding or in our future behavior We
realize the magnitude of what happened. However, we are
the ones to decide how best to avoid any such incident from
being repeated in the future. As for the memory of thts
event fading,that is not likely to happen in our group. We
have an overlap of second and third year members each
year that will avoid any such memory lapses. Besides.as
responsible, caring human beings.we have no desire that
something like this will ever happen again.
Your letter, Mr. Orts seems to assume maturti y and in·
dependence only for yourself. As someone who was not even
aware of the Barristers' existence before approximately
three weeks ago you should not presume to make judgmen
ts regarding our integrity or our purpose as an
organization.
Amy Lambert

FULL FLYBACK SERVICE
THANKSGIVING VACATION
Air Fare to New York from $98
Regency Travel has moved to
209-211 S. State St.

665-6122
.

' '
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American Lawyer Losers Not Daunted
from page one

though. according to Kraft. "We had a great
group of summer clerks." There also seemed
to b<' more interesting work going on this past
summer. "Fortunately, there happened to be

rumors of the break-up making assoctates
wonder about the firm's stability. Since the
survey ranks firms on only two of the ten
categories. <overall expenence and accep
tance/rejection of ruu lime orrersl. how
associates view the future or the firm is
crucial
Smtth-Gray explained. "The firm did have
some problems with philosophtcal diff<'renc<'s
amongst the partnership." She added.
however. that "the firm is very stable now."

a major tnal going on when some of the clerks
.
came." she explained . . They really enjoyed
that."
Reuben & Proctor has many attractions of
its own. Kraft added. "We're a mid-sized
.
ftrm. you don't get lost in the shuffl<'. . sh<'
said. "And it's a little less formal. perhaps
than other firms."
On the botlorn of the surveyfor Chicago lav.

Last year Wald finished in about the middle
of the D.C. pack. and Smith-Gray expects
them to return. ' 'I expect next year to be
much better.''

ftrms \\aS Keck. Mahin & Cate But John
Baer, chairman of the hiring committee for
the firm. said the results wer<' not tndicative
of the quality of the summer program. "I
thought we had one of the finest programs our
.
ftrm has had in recent years.·· he said. .The
clerks were exposed to a broad range of ac·
ltvittes and substantial legal work. and there
were a number of sociaI activities. "
ONE OF Til E complaints mentioned in the
survey was that the program was

IX C'IIICAGO. the firm that last year
ranked at the very bottom mad<' a
miraculous turnaround and came out on lop
this year But Reuben & Proctor's Recruiting

Coordmator Jeanne Kraft is not quit<' sure
why
''I'm not sure WC''ve changed that much,"
she said. "We did have a different summer
.
commtttee that was a lilt!<' larger this year . .

disorganized. In particular, it said a matrix
system designed to rotate associate's work
among groups of lawyers. was abandoned in
the middJe of summer. Baer said this system
was not used throughout the summer because
it wasn't needed. "The quality of work was
high enough that I didn't have to rely on it,"

Kraft said commg out in the bottom of the
survey last year did make them sit down and
figure out how they failed and what to im
prO\'C on ''The attorneys made a conscious
effort to lighten the library load this sum
mer.·• she said, as well as increase the feed
back the associates received. "We made every
effort to make sure they weren't getting

he explained.
A problem v.ith the AL survey. Baer said. is
that "they tend to regurgitate information
from students without trying to understand

drudg<'Work."
A LOT OF' this summer's success was luck

Grads Find Varied Jobs
from page OilI'

YieJmetti said. ''1 thought it would help me
slup teo years struggling away at some
Podunk. Kansas newspaper, and that 11 would

might prefer District Court clerkships " she
.
explained. "In District Court clerkships. you
talk on the phone to lawyers all the time. set
up motions, and go to hearings It's a lot more
.,
hectic. but there's also more going on.
Milkman mentioned a friend working for

give me more options. And it's definitely paid
off. This paper is well-regarded nationwide
and doing this kind of reporting people take
you more seriously."

the Dislrtct of Columbia Court of Appeals I the
local jurisdictions, not the Federal court) who
enjoyed her clerkship because of the exten
sive exposure she gets to crimmaJ law. Milk
man said that the subject matter the court
works with the most varies a lot from circuit
to circuit, and that applicants should pay at
tention to that. "There aren't many people
from Mtchigan on the 4th Circuit. •· l'llilkman
said. "People should try here, and other
places, not just Chicago and Boston and
Washington. ln the 4th Circuit you can live in
Baltimore or Richmond, and Michigan is a
very good law school. That counts more than
people realize.''
BR CE VIELt\1ETTl, '85. is working for
the Sl. Peterburg Times in New Port Richey,

These include mcreasing feedback on work
done, and moving more soctal events to the
middle of the week rather than on the
weekends.
THE L.A. FIR:\1 of Adams, Duque and
Hazeltine got the highest score in the city this
year Its summer associates cited a good
feedback system lots of "spectator sports
and a number of social events as strong pomts
of the summer program . Does the firm. whtch

ranked close to the bottom last yt>ar. thmk the
survey gave an accurate \'iew of their
program? "I thmk so," said htring coordma
tor Bege BurdC'tle. ··or course. we were
number one in L A. so naturally we're gomg
to think so.··
Burdette said their firm tak<'S the
American Lawyer survey pretty seriously. so
when last year's results came out. they looked
at it and tried to Improve on the cnlictsms.
.
.We had a terrific young lawyer in charg<' nf
the program this year," shC' satd. "/\nd the
feedback was better this year the bottom line
was that they had a better chance to speak
with the lawyers · ·
For this commg summt•r. Burdellc said

haven't been close enough to what we want<'d
for us to give up thC' jobs we havr now.
RG: So arr you currf'ntly sho pping around?

EW: I wouldn't say that We really want to

stop commuting. but not badly enough to take
anythinJt. It's kinda wail and see what hap
pens
!
R G : So " hy'd you come up ht>rt>'
8�1: They asked. but otht>r places have

prestigious. or do you mean doinJt interesting

STUDENTS

semester will neither harm nor improve
your chances for receiving a grant through

LAW

sday, ov. 14th at 12:15 p.m. in the WLSA
office.
1'l'DENT

fl'NDE D

FELLOWSHIP

GRANT APPLICATIONS - SFF has a

the normal application process next
spring. Applications are available at th<'
LSSS office and in the Placement Offic<'
and are due on Monday, November 18 at
noon. Applicants will be notified by

limited amount of funds that il can commit

Nov<'mber 25. l f you have any questions.

Ibis semester for students who have

please contact a SFF Boardmember or
leave a note in our Room 300 pendaflex

definite offers for summer public-interest
and public-service work. Applying this

folder.

probably bE-cause the past summer was so
bus�·. and lav. y<'rs ofteil (hd not have as much
tm <· In tnt<'ratt with llw �ummer associates
as they would have likl-d
OM positt\1� aspect of the program that
Payne satd was not giwn <'nough prominence
in the survey \\aS that n ost of the associates
likC'd their assignments . . We've been gelling
a very positive responsE' overall of the summer
prograll' .'' sht' said. notmg that they've bad
t4 acceptances so far from their summer
associal<'s.

1-:\\ : He's a dicd-in-the-flannt>l Yankee.
RG: 110\1 did �·ou met'!?
ll:\1 : We met at a confer<'ncl'
H(;: We r(' .vou both Ia\\ prof('SSors at tht'
timt>?
E\\ : Yes I v.·as at the t.:niV<'rsity Of llouston.

B M : And I was at Connecticut.
H G : Where'd you mPt't ...for the Dynasty
fans.
F.\\ : Doug Kahn was there. It was at a pink
hotel on Key Biscayne W<' v.ere locked on a
desert island together for three weeks. Before

RG: By "interesting." do you mean just

EW: Well. in high school he spent a week in
Wisconsin, but otheNise . .
8�1: When you got near Bridgeport. you had

things. as \\ell?

E\\': There are mteresting people on the
facuHy, and I assumed that the stud<'nts
would be interesting.
8:\I: And it's always imeresting to see ho" a
different place operates.
E\\': I can't imagine being a teacher all my
life and only knowing one or two schools that's too narrow. and gives you too perverse
a view of the world
8\\': It's also a very small professon, and, as
a result, rather incestuous.
E\\' : We're not helping that 1m age
RG: W here are you from origina lly ?
EW: I'm from Oklahoma.

Tlli>J':NT

FLINDI-:D

81\1 : Oh. come on.

to be careful, lest you fall off the edge of the
world.
E \\ : Bruce's vtew of the country is like one of
the country is like one of thos<' :'\e\\ Yorker
cartoons where Pennsylvania is the Midwest.
RG: Do you ever go up to St. Louis?
1-:\\':Not very often. One of the ways in which
we try to maintain a semblance of a normaJ

life is by establishing Austin as our home.
Bruce comes back and forth like a father who
has a travelling job.
RG: From clas , I get the impression that you
ha\'t' somewhat of a

chip

on your shoulder

about being a woman in la\\.
EW: r really am sorry that you'd say there is

B!\1: And I'm from Boston.

N
0t1ces
. -=-=---------------------+
:_ .=..
...:_
-=..=..=..
t-----------------------...:...:
OCIATION general meeting. Thur

firll' 's onl.1 real contPrn v. as with the
ll'tnonty program "\\ r\·e been working on
that a lot thts yPar." sh(' satd The complaints
of non-intere:-ted Ia\\ � L>rs. hO\I'e\·er. v. ert>

coming down to Miami. Bruce had never been
south or west of Wall Street

•

WOMEN

thC' SUil"ll"er associatf'', and that minority
rPprcs<'nta ll()n "as too hl\1
Of thest', Pamela An�t'rer Payne said the

EW: It was a combination of Mtch1gan
seemed to be an tnteresting school and Ann
Arbor seemed to be a li\'able place.

-----

A

TilE R Ern l'ITi\1 f::\T admimstrator for
th<' lowesl·scoring L A firm. Paul. Hastings.
,lanofsky and Walk<'r. said the complaints
a�ot
noted in the surv<'y w('rt' ISolated and
rrflect the quality of thC' overall program . Tht'
tom plaints tncluded tht' ft><'ling that the firm
v.a!' cold. that la\\yers v.eren't mterested in

from pag(' onr

is it isn't so terrihle that we've quit doing it.
We've had opportunities. but so Car they

when a judge found out I'd just graduated
from law school, he acted like I was crazy.''
Vielmetti said that he covered his first
murder trial last week. and asked himself
whether it would be more fun to be the lawyer
rather than "the guy writing down the story."
Having passed the Michigan bar. though.
Vielmetti figures that returning to law is an
alternative available any time he decides

tives from the other side of a Room 200 inter
viewing table, so look for them in coming
issues.

they plan to k<'Cp the program pretty much
the same. "\\'<' try to get them involved in as
many thin�s as possiblr." sh<' said. ''It's a
good firm - pt'ople arP t<'rrific and it's a real
good learmng process

Profs Shorten Commute

asked and we've said no.

leaves turning, but it wasn't too bad in
Florida.
Other RG alums have promised retrospec

nalism when he entered law school. having
completed a Masters degree in Journalism
here. So why law school? "I don't know, at the
lime I had all kinds of good rationales,"

spective. Baer said they do plan to make
some changes for next summer's program.

"When many lawyers find out I've gone to
law school they're a lot more willing to talk to
me. They sort of view me as a colleague even though I'm not, I'm still the press,"
Vielmetti explained. "Although, the other day

he'd rather be a lawyer.
Vielmelti. a Youper, said he missed the

FL. covering legal news and the city he lives
in. Vielmetli had planned to go into jour

the nature of the program.··
Although he said tne cnucisms were blown
out of proportion and must be put into per

f'ELLOWSIIIPS

B01\IW MEI\1lHWS - S�'F will be inter·

viewing first-year students interested in
becoming Board Members. lnteviews will
be held during the first two weeks of next
semt.>ster. More information about the
position will appear in the Docket and RG
in January. If you have any questions in
the interim, please contact John Barker at
763-2195 or 769-1795.

a chip on my shoulder because it's reaUy
more a case of acknowledging that the experiences o r women lawyers are not going to
match up with the experiences of men
lawyers.
RG: I didn't mean that you were angr). just
that you were acutely aware of it.
EW: I am. I think what I'd say about it is that
it has changed a lot. You can almost see

women in law as groups about ev<'ry eight to
ten years. Up to 1960, women made up only
about three percent of the profession. and. by
and large. they were the daughters of
lawyers. But women graduated in slightly dif
ferent numbers in the late Sixties. So the exSee Key. page five
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Key Biscayne Brought Profs Together
from pag'r rour

law school. But 1hat's not really a concern
here, where a number of the faculty have ties
to other departments.

periences I had at that time were very much
being the first or second woman to do
something. I was the second woman hired at
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft. Today. you
don't bave the same surprise and shock. but it

EW: Michigan's really outstanding in that
respect.

problems with law teaching is that it's so easy
to become compartmentalized, and you lose
sight of the fact that questions don't come to
you with labels.
EW: I would argue that the failing is really

spoken statement in there that those two
things necessarily are diiferent, and even a
ratification that we're talking about "real
law" in Commercial Law. rt especially
troubles me that we can't look at a course like
Commercial Law in the rich context we
could. I'll be perfectly frank. One semester is
just not enough time. To be responsible. r

also is true that not all the legal profession
has come to think of women as likely to be
lawyers as men.

have to give you the basics of how it operates,

RG: Do you think there is a difference bet·
.
"t'en the acct>ptance of "omen in academia.

and, i f there's no time left over, we don't get
to any of the larger issues. I think the students
are getting cheated. l.av. school 1s about your
last chance to look at things more broadly

and their acceptance in practice?

EW: As a group. those in academics are not
as inclined to be prejudiced. Women m praclice. although the numbers certainly have
Jumped up. I think there are lots of women
who still face the fact that lhe client if fifty-

because when you get into practice,
everything keeps narrowing. Practice is
much more ·•ends" oriented Bul l think lhal
if you are able to see the big picture. then
you'll be better equipped to achieve a given

five years old. and the head of his own plumbing concern, and. by golly. he does not want

end.
Bi\1: When I was in law school. I was in

one of those lady lawyers I think coping with
i much more difficult than anythmg
clients s
I've ever faced m law teachmg as a woman

graduate school at the same time, and, when I
was interviewing for the standard secondsummer-in- 'e'' York routme, I found that
law firms were fascinated by the fact that I

l've been mistaken for the receptionist rather
than the attorney. and that's hard.
RG: I kno\\ you some" hat. but 1 don't kn0,,

was also doing work in history.

ask him about sonH' chip nn hi� .,houlder.

st ay in Te:�.as fore\ er?
EW & BM: no.

RG : 1'\\0 more questions. Are you going to

your husband. So act a� th(' interYie\\er and
Photo B} Tom Morm

E\\' : That's a tough one 1 t would be something
about the nature of edu('atwn, the narrowness
of how we educate our young lawyers Is that
true?
BM:

It's

really

the

place

that

inter-

disciplinary studies. like legal history have m

RG: In light or your intrrdisciplinary perspecti\·e. " h a t do you think or the exprrim enta l section?

B:\1: I really don't knov. much about it. but 1t
sounds like a wonderful idea. One of the

Tbe Student Funded Fellowships Board would like to thank and
acknowledge the law firms that have indicated their support of the
SFF program and their interest in the concerns of Michigan students
by responding to this fall's employer solicitation. Some of the com
ments received include the following:

more in the second or third year where there
seems to be more of a division between taking
a hard-law course hke Commercial Law. or
you go and take a deliberately interdisciplinary course. 1 think there's an un-

'Yiudfle Rose Glllhrtl' Alexondtr.! Fl'rdon
Ne" York,

RG: Who's going t o " In the Big Ten.
E\\ : I'm afraid that II will be Ohio State. but I

will point out that v.hen Oklahoma and Ohio
State met 10 thetr only lime this century. that
Oklahoma beat Ohio State with only two
seconds on the clock.

I 011 Ojjim rJj Ben,omm 0.

Sch"t'lldMrr, Jr.
1 ansi nJ, lich1gan

e" York

1\'ogelber,� 4. Resnick. P. C.
Ch1cago, lllino1 s

Spears, Lubl'rsk.l, Campbell. 8/ed.mt>,
Andl'rson & Youn�t

/Son & Sutro
Pillsbun•, ;\lod

"We applaud the Law School and the Student Funded
Fellowship Program in particular for promoting such

San Francisco, Cali fornia
Schumaker, Loop & Kendr�ck
Toledo, Ohio

worthwhile student endeavors. "

Portland, Oregon
.Su/111 on d: U c•rrrster

Bo)ton. Massachuscus
II ill/oms 4. Monfflomen. L TD.
Chicago , Illinois

"We are pleased t o support the SFF program."

The following have agreed to match SFF pledges made next spring
by Michigan

"We would be delighted to match . . .

"

associates.

student�' thtJt they

hire as summer or permanent

·

The following firms made a direct contribution to the 1985-86 SFF
Mayor, Da1• & Co/dwr/1

fundraising campaign:
Arl'nt. Fox, A'mtnl'r. Plotkm & A.ohn
\\ ashinl!tOn . D.C.

D1•khouse & lltse
,Jrnstein. GIJIC I.. l rhr. /Jumm 4. \lilltton
Ch1cago. lllino"
Codhalad1•r,

IIKI.t>nhum &

Nc" York,

Detroit, Michigan
GI'SSII'r. U tJ.lN. F�1·nn, Las.,.ell

Toft

'c\\ York

d: Flrtschmonn
Chicago, Illinois

(hupmun and Cutlt'r

(,rohom & James

(h scago. llhn o1�

San Francisco. CaJifomsa

Cleofl', Ciouft>ib. S1£'l'll c( 1/unultOII

Hertzberg. Jacob & II ingortl!r, P.C

\\ a�hington.

D(

Detroit. Michigan

(ruu·l'll & Moon�

Jt•nnl'r & Block

\\ a�hington. n.<..

Ch icago. Illinois

Dm•. I olln!'l d .-11/Jcr/\ofl
\\ a\hinglon, J) <.

s, Peor/ & Galler
A.otum• .\luchin, ?o1·i
Chicago. lllinoh

PPIIII & Morfin

Crovoth, S11·oine& Moorr

Ne" York.

Houston, Tcus

e" York

\\'ashinj!IOn. D.C.
Reubt'n 4. Proctor
Chicago, Illinois

Do\'is Polk & II ord111'll
New York, Ne" Vorl

Srht//Hordm &

II ollt

Chicago. Illinois

Honsel/ & Post
Atlanta. Grorgia

Sch.,.ort: & htvman

Chicago. Illinois

Kirkland 4. Ellis

Chicago. Illinois

Stmrh, LenR.

II !'l'ks & Cordon

Phoens>.. ,\rizona

Firms agreeing to support the SFF prognm at a lated date will be
recognized in additional

RG notice .
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Arts
Brumm Sums Up
By Mickey Brumm
THE EQl'ALIZER
CBS, 10 :00 pm Wednesdays
"The Equalizer" stars Edward Woodward
as Robet1 McCall. a one time intelligence
operative, who now helps people in trouble
McCall has placed an ad in the newspapers
inviting people who "need help" or who have
the "odds against you" to call the Equalizer
for help.
This is a good television sho". Though some

of the plots cater to a vigilante frame of mind.
Woodwards' portrayal of McCall raises the
quality of the show above that of the scripts.
Lnstead of being a typical 'wooden' tv hero
like Spenser or Hunter or-god help
us-Stringfellow Hawke, McCall is a human
being trying to do a difficult job because he
wants to help people.
The show is shot on location in ew York
City. It has been compared to "Miami Vice"
for its urban location filming. grim storyline
_

TV's Equalizer
and general atmosphere. <Thankfully so tar
they've refrained from making an Equalizer

Call asked for help from.

rock video. l

more so than other crime drama shows that
are broadcast at 10:00 pm

Being filmed in New York means the guest
stars are people you're not used to seeing on
network television. In the Oct. 23rd episode.
Burt Young <"Paulie" from the ROCKY
movies> played a truck driver in trouble from
the mob. Rock star Adam Ant has portrayed a
government sponsored pimp and in the very
first episode Jerry StiJier <of Stiller and
Meara l played a computer expert thnt Me·

This is a VJO!ent televasion show, but no

The main reason this show is worth wat
ching is the excellent JOb that Woodward does
as Robert McCall. Whether watching him
help a client get out of trouble, arguing with
his police conta<·t. or getting drunk with his
former boss 1 Robert l..ansing is very good in
this rolel . McCall i� portrayed as a person
and not just another cardboard hero.

Remainderman
A rthur Siegal

Crossword

By Joseph Mazzarese

44 Word for 31 Across
46. Fairy
48. Tax shelter

j f\ tJ\

·u s e:

50. Slap
52 Barriers
55. Key number
57 Later
59 Roman201
60. Diet dnnk
63. Backbone
65. Sick professor
67 Amaze
68 Proposed Amendment
69. School group
70. After e�g
71 Entrance
75 Therefore
79. Spock·s forte
82 River or l\lountams
IW. Civil " rong
S.'i Beginner
86. TrigonomNric function
87. Area of theatre
88. N.Y ballplayer
89. Students' worry
90. Utopia

um\:"
1. Teacher c obsolete1
2. In the Pacific
3 Unit
4. Unhealthy collision
5. Energy unit
6. Cinnabar and hematite
7 Hmdu garment
8 Russian king
9. Dog
10. Everyonl'

J. Injure

17. Actress Miles
18. Smith or Stillwagon

5. Majority

20. Center of baby's attention

CROSS

31. "Greatest" professor
34. Gun maker

9. Man's name

21. Mythical sea distraction

36. Time per.

13. Before spumante

23. Formerly

37. Wood unit

13. Ages

25. Contraceptive

14. Blueprint

2-8. Tool set
30. Scourge to women

38. Floating apartment
40. Astrological sign

16. Lucid professor

42. Christmas

11. Bad 1 prefix l
15. Krieger
19. Close
22. Med. test
24. Cooper and Meese
26. Important code

32. Promassory note !colloq.>
33. He 1 !tal. J
34. Cop� nght maven
35. Dangerous
39. Relief
41. Mature
43. Energy unit
45. Eight I prefixl
47. Truth
49. Church part
51. Well-known Republican
53. Roman 1101
54 Iniquity
56. F'ruit
58. Rodent
60. Summer goal
61. l\1ilitary raux pas acron) IT' •
62. Fathered
64. British name
66. Snake noise
72. Lust
73.Lake
74. Treats hide
76. Bonnet

27. Unhearing

77. Encourage
78. WWIIgun
80. Sweat spot

29. Palm or coconut
31. Layer

83. Rent

81. Fury
•

•

·

· ·
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Blue Water, PinkDeath: Rogue Salmon
By Kevin Ruf

Ladies and gentlemen, the story you ore
about to read is fic!ionalized account of a
true story. It is a s1ory of courage, of guts,
of man against beast. Portions of this oc
counr are quite graphic. The y have been
included not to offend, bur ro make this
portrayal as accurate as possible. Please
keep all hands and arms inside the tram,
and again, no smoking. And kids, don't
try this at home, the men portrayed in this
account are professionals. . .

Rogue Hunters who make up the crew of the
famous "Rogue Dogger." a 22-foot Dachshund·
shaped fishing boat formerly used to promote
the Doggie Diner
Harrisville, Michigan on the shore of Lake
Huron was visited recently by a Rogue
Salmon The Mayor closed down the beaches.
The party boats stayed ashore. Soon the
tounsts would go away, and they might never
comeback.

ble over who gets to keep it. On the evening
of September 29, these men ventured onto the
misty waters of Lake Huron to meet their
destiny: Manschuktakuanah, the Indian
name for Rogue Salmon <the name correctly
identified by Chuck Forrest on the syndicated
TV game show ''Jeopardy" ).
Midnight on the fateful night, and the Rogue
Dogger chugged out to open water. It was im
possible to know what the crew was thinking,
what spectyres danced in their minds. For

Imagine your reaction, gentle reader, if <1
large Rogue Salmon (even large by Rogue
Salmon standards! was bearing down on you
at 15 knots through the cold waters of Lake
Huron. The Rogue's steely pink eyes
piercing the silty darkness. Beacons of your

own. Now lhe onlookers at Harrisville harbor
waited, and they hoped. Prayers, however,
went unanswered. unless the prayers were
begging horror and pain and lousy fishing.
There were only three radio transmitters.
Sporadic echoes, like those of a dying star.
First transmission. 2 : 17 a . m . : "Trolling for
an hour." Wentinbispantsland says, "no
luck ·· His voice dies off, garbled. "FauJty
radar," he says, "30 foot. .. submarine?
trying... fix... out. "
Second transmission. 3:05 a.m.: "'.\1e've
lost the bait!" American Sportsman urges. in
a veiled reference to The Human Lure's
demise. His voice is thick, choked, waivering.
··we've got a monster.. <click-elicking. inter
ference. electric cracklingI . monster fish."
Last transmission. 4:31 a.m.: "God help
us" Fatiforpich whispers somberly, defeated.
1 Assorted screaming in the background l

death, tributes to your -last blood-frothed
breath. His razor teeth. hooked jaw. angling
high to tear your flesh from your bones.

•·We're going down, the fleshy dog-like tiles
are strewn all over, water is rushing m and it's

Think. Think about what horror you'd feel.

really cold ... you know .. I just want to take
this opportunity to thank tbose of you who
have supported the mission and ideals of this
Michigan Rogue Daggers over these past
years... I can honestly say, and I think the

The Rogue is a nasty creature. mdeed. Nine
and one half feet long Can reach speeds up to
25 knots. rt will eat a man whole, lhen spit out
his bones like kindling into fire. No mercy in
the Rogue. He's like a machine Muscle hard.
churning the water to foam. devouring what
he will
And yet for a small group of Michigan spor
tsmen. the Rogue is the only fish worth the ef
fort to catch They're specialists. having

others guys would back me on this.. if they
were stiJJ alive ... and I mean this... you people
really made the difference. .. ! mean..."
Since everyone on shore was already
familiar with the rest of what wouJd undoub·
tedly be a very long Fatiforpich speech, the

honed their skills on Sturgeon, Muskie. and
Northern Pike. But it is the occasional Great

radio was turned orr at approximately 4:32
a .m .

Lakes Rouge Salmon that spells game lime to
these seasoned pros who call themselves the
Michigan Rogue HuntCI'S.
The Rogue is an elusive and rare creature.
OnJy five sightings havr ever been confirmed,
only three Rogues havP ever been caught. The
statistics are terrifying: 1,300 men and
women have hunted Rogues in this century
alone, 1,100 died; 178 suffered "fish shock".
frozen for life in the position they were in
when they sighted the Rogue. their hair while
as snow, mouths gaping open, hands still
clinging to an imaginery fishing pole; 17 suf
fered recurring nightmares and were unable
to engage in water-relatt"d activities fin
eluding bathingl and because of their poor
personal hygiene habits were forced to work
in fish stores which. of course, caused still
worse nightmares in a vic1ous cycle of Rogue
phobia; the remaining five are the Michigan

So for $10,000, the town of Harrisville

sure they knew they were after a large rogue,

brought In the Michigan Rogue Hunters : Igor
Fatiforp1ch. Ukranian national and Rogue
Scholar who received his training at
prestigious Loxford University, he is the
skipper of the "Rogue Dogger": Bob "Ugly"

perhaps a huge one-a rogue that had repor
tedly eaten a six foot double dough pizza

Ducksmooth, special forces vet. luring tying
specialist. and fishing reel repairman ; John
"Horace" Wentinhispantsland, explosives
expert who ironically "loses his lunch"
everytime he ventures onto the water and

glass. and this might have bouyed their
spirits, or it might have made they uneasy. H
would be easier to tow Hoockach "lhe Human
Lure" under such conditions, but if the rougue

jokingJy calls it "Rogue chumming"; Larry
"The Human Lure" Hoockack. waterskiing

decided to ram the boat it could do so wilh
ease. aiming in on the Rogue Dogger's fleshy

expert who is used to attract large carnvorous
fish: and JR "American Sportsman''
Walpound, expert marksman and naturalist
who has been known to "wing a Rogue in the

dog-like bottom, a flesh dog-like bottom of the
exact type that is most susceptible to this type

meaty buttock at 300 yards ! " and then quib-

Grease Graces
By Steve Hunter
Krazy Jim's Blimpy Burgers. The name il·
self tells you a lot about the restaurant. It's
hard to say what l like better. the food or the
atmosphere. Located on the corner of
Division and Packard. Blimpy's is close
enough to be a dining experience that every
Law student should try at least once.
Blimpy's is primarily a burger place, but
with a unique twist. Rather than create just
one patty. the Blimpy chefs use smaller pat
ties and combine them to create doubles.

tri�es. quads and quint'!. Because the patties are
smaller, the meat is more thoroughly cooked

in Jess time than would otherwise be possible.
For the uninitiated, the triple is a big burger.
a Quad is for those with a large appetite and
eat
a Quint should be served to people who
inanii'T'at� objects.

!although this story is unconfirmed !, a rogue
that Billy Stevens. a fourth grader. called
"hecken mean and scary! · •
The water was like a sheet of cold black

of blow!
By 1 : 00 a.m . the stern light of the Rogue
Dogger blinked over the horizon and out <,.
sight. and the Rogue hunters were on their

Krazy Jim's

Moments later there was a flash and ex
plosion on the hori'Zon. A chunk of the
simulated flesh from the Rogue Dogger's
belly floated ashore. No one knew what had
happened.
The Rogue Hunters were never heard
again.
Eventually.

of

course,

the

town

of

Harrisville got back to the old routine. The
Rogue Salmon was either dead or had gone
elsewhere, lurking beneath the water.
wailing ... wailing to rise against the silver
moon, a hump of water at the stern of an
overloaded bass boat.
Fat pink humans team these waters. They
play here, they frolic. And they hunt for fish.
and. �casionally, the fish hunt them.

Next week, the Rogue Mollusk of the
Amazon Basin.

Hamburger

Stand

In addition to the meat, Blimpy's offers a
wide range of toppings. You can have your
choice of roll. <Kaiser. Onion. Pumpernickel.
regular. etc.l. cheese. mushrooms, onions.
bacon and the list goes on and on. These
grilled items cost extra. but Blimpy's also offers such standard fare as lettuce. tomato.
ketchup. relish or mayo.
For side dishes the fryer also bas a variety.
One can order fries. onion rings, or
mushrooms, cauliflower or combination plate
of all four. or these the onion rings are
probably the worst. because they are made
large and therefore tend to be overly rich.
The menu also carries some excellent chili.
Filled with more meat than most chili from
restaurants, it's hot enough to make you drink
all your water, but mild enough to keep your
eyes from watering or your nose run.
Once a local newspaper review described it as

too mild. and it suddenly became three
alarm. However. it soon returned to the
moderate version lhat can be eaten by
everyone.
There are many other items on the menu
that deserve praise, bul l would rather Jet the
reader discover them for hlmself, and instead
describe the incomparable Blimpy at
mosphere.
If you're the type of person

who enjoys the

phony. ·'Hi. I'm Brett and I'll be your waiter
this evening'' crap, you may not be a Blim·

py's type person. Instead of that. at Blimpy's
you fmd a cafeteria style of service. where the

people behind the counter ask you what you
want and expect you to know. The business
thrives on turnover. so they move very

quickly. However. I also find the restaurant to

be more personal. If you come regularly, the
people become more and more friendly, and
call you by name. Some true Blimpy loyals
bave their order on the grill merely by asking
for "the usual."
While you eat, the boom box on the shelf
plays anything from classical music to
reggae, but at a Jevel tf which you can easily
converse with friends. If the weather is nice.
one may also opt for the picnic table outside.
But the true BUmpy's ambiance has to be
experienced. The smaJJ things, such as the
newspapers they sell so you can read while
you eat. or the occasional freeby they give n
i
order to cover a rare mistake go a long way
toward giving Kraty Jim's Blimpy Burgers a

truly friendly feeling.
Even

Brett, your waiter, eats there, l'm sure.
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Dudley, Stevens and What The Bird Saw
By John C. Wendlandt
A strong gust hils me broadside and I turn
to meet it. That wind jerks me up into the

heavens not unlike God's sleeping yo-yo. And
there I glide peacefully, floating on the top of
my bubble. The air s
i cool and it smells of the
sea, of rish, of plankton, of life. And the sun

warms my beak as I close my eyes.
Today, I think to myself, has been one very
long day. Still, a day well worth remem·
bering.

The day began innocently enough. Morning
reared her ugly head with a bright orange
pimple caressing the horizon. After a stretch
and a yawn, I gave the wife a peck on the
cheek and soared off in search of food. Fish.
Strange, I eat fish every day and never tire of
it.
Anyway, after breakfast I headed out
towards the open sea thereto deposit the end

product of my consumption. To poop.
Human beings simply cannot understand
the fun we seagulls have in performing our
excretory function. Its kind of like . . . well,
target practice. Pooping is our answer to
video games. And for our targets, those

recipients of the less-than-welcome gifts, we
choose those of god's creatures banished to
life below. My brother, the pigeon, oft times
turns his attention to you humans, We sea

gulls prey upon the welter mammals. Like
dolphins - quick and perky, the dolphin
requires the expert's adept touch. And whales
- slow and big, the proverbial side-i>f·the

barn-city. U you can't drop a load on a whale
from 200 feel, you have no busness being a

seabird.
Actually, the word 'poop'has ornithological
roots. Poop s
i the sound that is proouced
when the stuir hits the water. A ·miss' if you
will and one Jess pissed�ff ocean mammal to
boot. It is a classic example of the animal
kingdom's contribution to onamatopeoia.
Great word, huh? Too bad we sea gulls have
only one word. Stands for everything.
But I digress.

In my search for an appropriate party upon
which to bestow the most dubious of honors, I
Oew very far. Further than I had ever flown
before. And just when I was ready to turn tail
Csicl and head home, I noticed a small orange
dot bobbing lazily on the water below. Very
strange, I thought. Now, curiosity killed the
cat and I thoroughly despise cats so r wallow
in curiosity. I flew dovm to have myself a
look-see.

As I neared the object of my attention. the
orange dot turned into a donut with four figs
abutting its perimeter and, finally, an in·
flatable lifeboat with four men inside. They

appeared to be dead and, thinking it safe, T
landed upon the craft's side.

( Editor's. notE:: A bird riding on a lifeboat is
not to be confused with a bird riding o� a

wagon. A lifeboat bas fewer wheels. Unless,
i a Lafybord waggon' a cocker's
of course. it s
tail. In that case confusion is pe:r.nitted.
Moreover, do you remember that old adage

about 'one in the hand being better than two 10
the bush'� It finds no application here. Not
even close. Poppycock. Besides, who wants a
bird in his hand anyway?)

The men looked horrible. Their skin was all
yellow and stretched tight about their bones.
And their arms and legs were covered with
sores. J dismissed a sudden urge to take oil.

Oy high above them and poop upon them in
dividually. For, though they were a rare find
and a worthy target, these guys were in dire
straits and insult needn't be heaped upon in�

tty ended his count and pulled out a pocket
knife. He began to carve notches in the side of
the craft.

Boom! Hisss.sss
The explosion roused the others. The larger
of the three rushed over to the thin one, took
the knife lrom his hand and pushed him to the

craft's floor. Then he covered the hole with a
piece of cloth.
"Gilligan.'' the portly one exclaimed.

"What were you doing?"
"Gee, Skipper. I was just keeping track of
the number of days that we have been out
here, you know, since the wreck."
"Well, stop it ! " the Skipper replied.
"We're running out of patching glue."
"You know. Skipper, we can make somE'
more of that glue by boiling seawater and
combining the residue with papaya juice "
The speaker was a third, a young man with

Their skin was all yello w and stretched tight about
their bones. I dismissed a sudden urge to take off,
fly high above them and poop upon them in
dividually.
jury. Besides, I didn't feel the urge quite then.
This group, I surmised, had been at sea a
very long time. I turned to look at the name on
the lifeboat. Hmmm . . . S. S. Minnow. The
namestruck a bell in my head and I recalled a
radio broadcast from two weeks earlier. ll

told of a craft, the Minnow, that was lost at
and presumed sunk. And there were four
men on board the Minnow: Jones Grumby
Stevens !the skipper, brave and sure),

sea

Gilligan Dudley <the mate, a mighty sailing

man>, Professor Roy Hinkley Ca passenger
and world-famous scoutmaster) and Thur
ston Howell UI Ca passenger and Harvard

graduate). The weather started getting
rough, the tiny ship was tossed. if not for the
courage . . . yea, yea, you aU remember the

broadcast clearly enough.

A wave gently lapped at the side of the rafl
and o.ne of its occupants, the thin one, sat up
He wore a striped shirt and a silly white hat

that hid his dark hair. And his eyes looked to
be loo close together. He didn't notice me sit·
ling on the edge.
The lhin one looked quizzically into the sky
and counted on his fingers. "Thirteen, four·
teen . . . ," he murmured. And then he abrup-

spectacles, who they referred to as the
'Professor. '
"That's all ver
v well," consoled the Skip
per, "but we ha e none of those things out
here." The Skipper frowned.
"Oh yes. you're quite right." The Professor
withdrew and quietly watched the water in

�

that detached, scientific manner - oblivious
to all things around him. Inside, he pondered
the error in his reasoning.

Gilligan sat in the bottom61m
er
M
t b
pouted. As the Skipper worked to repair the
boat, GiUigan thought to himself, "Gee, I
never do anything right." His thoughts were
shared by the others. And Gilligan was not
spared the disdainful stare of the millionaire

Thurston Howell lll who thought privately,
"Ye gad, a Yale man."
The excitement quickly subsided, however,
and the omnipresent monotony returned. The
hot sun, the gentle waves. and the lack of food

and water all began to work upon the four
men. They grew listless. And drowsy. The
Professor slipped into unconsciousness and
dreamt of legions upon legions of well
scrubbed scouts each armed with his own
chem s
i try set. And a faint smile crossed the
Professor's burnt face. Pleasant, too, were

,.Law in the Raw
Exercising Right to Co unset
Here's one from the whatever-happened-to-file. Remem
ber Escobedo v. Illinois, the 1964 case in which the
Supreme Court held that a suspect has the right to an attor
ney during questioning? Danny Escobedo has bee.n exer

cising his right frequently.
Escobedo was in a Chicago courtroom last week for an

arraignment on a murder charge. The latest arrest came

one month after he was released on appeal from a twelve
year sentence for assaulting his stepdaughter.
The office of a Chicago prosecutor bas a photograph on its

wall of Escobedo, one of its most famous suspects. The sign
underneath says, "Welcome Home, Danny."

USA Today, October l7, 1985

the dreams of Howell who pictured himself
foreclosing upon Yale Law School. The Skip
per was delirious. His mind was crowded with

boats. Big boats. B1g boats chock-full of scan
tily-clad young women. And then there was
Gilligan. Gilligan was dreaming of bar-b-que
ribs, smothered 1n sauce. GOO, he could
almost taste them.

"Gilligan, let go of my fingers! "
Gilligan awoke w1th a start. He tried to
speak but could not. And the reason why he
could not walk was because he had the skip
per's fingers in his mouth And they didn't
taste good at all.
"Sorry, Skipper." apologized Gilligan.
"You nincompoop " The Skipper swatted

GiiJigan atop the head.
The last few days had been desperate ones
indeed. The men had been without food and

water for seven days. And their lime was
running perilously short. Three days earlier
the group had managed to capture a turtle.

There was much rejoicing. Yeah. Unior·
tunately, Gilligan adopted the animal (who
would smile back at you wilh that 1-look-just
like E.T. face> and g1ve 1t a name. Kevin. And
when he learned of the others' barbaric in·

tentions, Gilligan set Kevin free. The hear·
tfclt release ceremony left all in tears.
Finally, the Professor broke the day's
silence. "Gentlemen, ' he explained, "we
have but one solution. One of us must die to
save the other three. Now, there are a variety
of methods we can employ to choose the
unlucky victim, straws, threads, height, in·
telligence. We must make that choice."
There was no protest. Each knew the ab
solute necessity of choosmg life over death.
And there was that harmony that flows from
exhaustion. A collective union of thought and
action.

The Professor continued, "Well, bow should
we decide? "
"Quaity
l
of life!" Gilligan beard the other
three exclaim in unison. And they were
staring at him And the Skipper was
salivating. And Gilligan cried out, "Yon can't

do this ! You can't do this! "
Later. as he burped and patted his bulging
stomach, Mr Howell replied, "We already
did."
Now. I am almost home. T see the coast and
I veer toward my nest. My wife willnever
believe the story that I just related to you.

What do you expect, she is a crazy old bird.
But I am left with this one observation of the
human race: facing very tough situations,
men can make some very rational decisions.

Otherwise, forget it

By Dana Deane and Mark Berry

A Foolfor a Lawyer
Dennis Newton was on trial for the armed robbery of a
convenience store in district court in Oklahoma City this
week when he fired his lawyer.
Assistant district attorney Larry Jones said Newton was
doing a fair job representing himself until the store
manager testified that Newton was the robber.

Newton jumped up, accused the woman of lying and then
said, "I should have blown your (expletive) head off." The
defendant paused, then quietly added, "If I'd been the one

that was there."
The jury took 20 minutes to convict Newton and recom·

mend a 3o-year sentence.

Washington Post, October 23, 1985

Ya pays Yer Money, Ya
Takes Yer Chances
When one buys a lottery ticket in California, he is taking
a real chance - in more ways than one.
Earlier last week, Jose Caballero won two million dollars

in the Calfornia lottery. In the excitement of his big win
nings, Caballero announced that he was an illegal alien.

Immigration and Naturalization Service officials are now
deporting him, lottery winnings and all.
A few weeks ago, Donna Lee Sobb was ecstatic when she
won $100 and qualified for a chance at the state's two
million dollar prize. When her photograph appeared in a
local newspaper, a county law officer recognized her and
arrested her on an eight-month old shoplifting charge.

Detroit Free Press, November 7, 1985

